DNA melting in aggregates: impeded or facilitated?
How does DNA melt in columnar aggregate relative to its melting in diluted solution? Is the melting temperature increased or decreased with the aggregate density? Have DNA-DNA interactions, predominantly of electrostatic nature, an effect on the character of the melting transition? In attempt to answer these questions, we have incorporated the theory of electrostatic interactions between DNA duplexes into the simplest model of DNA melting. The analysis shows that the effect of aggregate density is very different for aggregates built of homologous (or identical) DNA fragments relative to the case of DNA with random base pair sequences. The putative attraction between homologous DNA helices hampers their melting and increases the melting temperature and can even dramatically change the character of the transition. In the aggregate of nonhomologous DNAs, the pattern of electrostatic interactions is more complicated, and their effect could be opposite; in some cases we may even expect electrostatically induced melting. These findings define new directions for melting experiments in dense DNA assemblies.